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The Montana Territory Peacemakers, Billings' own Cowboy Action Shooting Club, announces its
2016 events schedule. The monthly matches generally take place on the 4th Saturday of the
month. In 2016, two day matches are scheduled for June and September. The monthly match
schedule is as follows:
March 28 - .22 caliber match (weather permitting)
April 23 - Monthly Match
May 28 - Monthly Match
June 25-26 - Monthly Match (two day match)
July 23 - Monthly Match - Big Sky State Games
August 27 - Monthly Match
September 24-25 - Monthly Match (two day match)
October 22 - Monthly Match - Zombie Match in Memory of
Buckbored
All matches are conducted on the pistol ranges at the Billings Rod and Gun Club. You don't need
to be a member of the Rod and Gun Club to participate. Match sign up begins at 8:00 a.m. on
each match day with shooting beginning at approximately 9:00 a.m. after the mandatory safety
briefing. In 2016, each monthly match will conclude with a special shooting event. General firearms requirements for a match are two single action revolvers, a pistol caliber lever action rifle, and
a side-by-side double barreled or Winchester '97 pump shotgun. Shooters with less than the full
complement of firearms are encouraged to participate in the club's "Sodbuster" class and compete
with the guns they might currently own. (See club web site for details).
The Montana Territory Peacemakers are partnering with the Big Sky State Games in 2016 to
host Cowboy Action Shooting as a Big Sky State Games event. Sign-up/registration for the July
match will be with the Big Sky State Games and more information on this event is available at
https://bigskygames.org/sports/shooting_cowboy/.
In addition to the monthly matches, the club has scheduled a stage writing class on February 27,
a club workday at 9:00 on March 19, and a new shooters class on April 30. Additionally, club members will be available at the local mid-April gun show to answer questions about the sport of Cowboy Action Shooting and provide interested
This Issue:
shooters the opportunity to sign up for the new shooters class.
 Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile
New this year will be monthly practice sessions in the evening on the
second Thursday of each month - April through October. Check the club  Cowboy Recipe
 Cowboy Poem
web site for times and more information on the practices.
Anyone with an interest in learning more about Cowboy Action Shoot-  Ladies Fashion
ing is encouraged to attend one of the monthly matches or club events.
Generous club members have volunteered to allow interested shooters to  Meeting Notes—February
 Big Sky State Games
try shooting during one of the monthly matches using the members’
guns.
 Stage Writing Class
Additional information, times, match requirements , and schedule
 High Lonesome Drifters
changes are available at http://
Schedule
www.montanaterritorypeacemakers.org/ or by emailing mtpeace Power Factor and Velocities
makers@gmail.com.
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Ladies’ Fashion for MTP

Cowboy Poetry

“Arnie’s Fuzzy Face”

By Ken Overcast

Arnie used to be a handsome cuss,
A man full of pride and o’ grace.
But that was dang sure a long time
Before he started growin’ that crap on his face.
With sheep shears and scissors he prunes and he trims,
‘Til he’s got ‘er lookin’ all proper and prim.
And some folks consider it rather distinguished,
But the gray stuff smacks of completely extinguished.
He soaks ‘er down with Miracle Gro,
And fulfills ‘er every need.
I seen him buying some 2-4-D,
You gotta spray that sucker for weeds!
I think he oughta use Roundup,
And kill the dern thing dead.
Man what a deal, how good he’d feel,
Without that crap on the front of his head.
But I don’t know how to tell him,
‘Cuz Arnie is really my friend.
Why fool with that fuzz on the front of your face,
When it grows wild on the other end.
……………………..….Used with author permission
Ken Overcast is a song writer, singer, poet, and story
teller. He is a third generation Montanan making a
mark on America’s entertainment. Both Ken’s recording and writing have been very prolific. Having
written about half of the music he's recorded, there are
currently eight CD's in his Bear Valley Records catalogue. His CD Montana Cowboy was named Cowboy
CD of the Year by True West Magazine, and contains
the song Montana Lullaby, co-written with Wylie
Gustafson, which was selected as The Official Lullaby
of the State of Montana in an act by the Montana Legislature. His first book, Yesterday’s Yarns, was published
in 2003. He has authored five popular books of short
stories to date. Check out more information about Ken
at his web site, http://www.kenovercast.com/.
If you have an opportunity to see Ken perform in
person, it's a pretty good bet that you'll enjoy it.

Getting Started

by Lilly Blossom

Single Action Shooting Society was created as a
fantasy shooting sport. We have a lot of fun developing our chosen characters. Ladies fashion of the
1850’s through the 1880’s went through a major
transformation, just as fashion does today. Many
of us involved with SASS get as much enjoyment
from creating our period clothing appearance as we
do sending lead down range and hearing that ‘ping’
from the target.
As a new shooter, your first priority will be selecting your firearms and leather. Your initial
clothing can be acquired easily, quickly and inexpensively. For your first few matches a long skirt,
or jeans with a long sleeve shirt, wild rag
(bandana), maybe a vest will get you outfitted. A
pair of jeans such as Levis with any visible labels
removed works great. Prowl the second hand
stores, thrift shops, Good Will, your own closest,
etc... It’s an opportunity to go shopping with a
friend. This will give you time to do some research, think about your character’s clothing, get
more familiar with the sport and see what other
shooters have created for their character’s clothing.
Women of the old west wore a wide range of
apparel dependent on their social status, economic
situation and activities. When settling on your
character/persona, think about what attire you
would be comfortable wearing on the shooting
range. Cowgirl, town lady, soiled dove, refined grand lady are some personas to
consider. Your clothing might be
determined by your chosen alias.
Lilly Blossom always appears in
dresses or skirts while Journey
West always roams the western
range in pants. An alias based on
an actual historical person leads
to a specific look such as Calamity Jane.
More detail on how to acquire
your character’s look will be
coming in a future article.
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Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile

“Backstrap Bill”
MTP Times: Thanks, Backstrap
Bill, for providing this issue’s
“Shooter Profile.” Tell us, how
did and/or why did you choose
your Alias?
Backstrap Bill: I used to teach
people how to hunt, from picking
firearms all the way through
processing the meat. Quite a
few of the people I mentored
would hack up the back straps
while removing the entrails. I
found myself saying, “Watch out
for the back straps” quite often
and so it became my alias,
“Backstrap Bill.”
MTP Times: How long have you
been shooting Cowboy Action?
Backstrap Bill: Oh, I think I
started in ’96 or ’97. No, not
1897!
MTP Times: Why did you start
shooting Cowboy Action?
Backstrap Bill: I was burned
out with action pistol and the paramilitary wannabes that wielded
quite a bit of influence on the
sport regionally. I understand
action pistol has matured quite a
bit since the mid-90’s. I went to
a cowboy match at Reed Point
and was hooked. I never fired a
shot, but was impressed by both
the laid-back atmosphere and
the variety of firearms.
MTP Times: What do you like
about Cowboy Action Shooting?
Backstrap Bill: Well, first off, I
really enjoy the people. Most

are a bit unhinged, in a good
way. Why else would they dress
funny and say things like, “Hands
up, Booger Bart!”? Then, I have
enjoyed learning how the guns of
the era work, and developing
loads for them. Most of all, I enjoy sharing the sport with Lilly
Blossom. I really get a kick out of
watching her shoot, make all her
costumes, and how she has
come to love shooting black powder. How many women do you
know who consider the odor of
black powder to be an aphrodisiac? Finally, I enjoy the variety
of the shooting problems and
writing stages to torment the
shooters.
MTP Times: What guns do you
shoot and why? Have you shot
others? Why did you change?
Backstrap Bill: That’s a bit of a
long answer. When shooting
smokeless powder, I use oldstyle Ruger Vaqueros and a Yellow Boy, with 44 Specials and a
12 gauge side-by-side shotty
gun. With black powder I shoot
1873 model Colts and an 1873
Winchester rifle, all in 44-40. The
shotgun is a mule-ear double with
12 gauge shells. I’ve tried every
gun used in the game over the
years just to get familiar with their
internal operations and to help
me look good since I can’t shoot
worth a hoot. My favorite ‘other
guns’ are my 56-50 Spencer and
my trusty original 1884 Trapdoor

which shoots better than my
abilities.
MTP Times: Where all do/have
you shot matches?
Backstrap Bill: I’ve just shot in
Montana and Wyoming. No time
to go further afield because cowboy shooting events often conflict with my first love, long-range
buffalo rifle shooting. We tried to
do cowboy shooting during a
Midwest vacation about 10 years
ago, but Murphy’s Law bit us
hard. We never fired a shot, but
did dress up at the family reunion
dinner.
MTP Times: Have you held any
club positions, been match director, written scenarios,
built/contributed props (which
ones)???
Backstrap Bill: Yes, I’ve done
‘em all. I was the club president
for 8 years and am the Territorial
Governor for 4 eastern Montana
SASS clubs. I’ve written stages
and been Match Director for lots
of MTP local and annual
matches as well as for “Summer
Range” - which was one of the
top 10 SASS matches during its
run. Summer Range was the
annual match of Colter’s Hell
Justice Committee, the first club
we joined. Most of the large
props the club has were built by
me with some help from Muggins
and Montana Rawhide. The
Continued on Page 4
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Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile

“Backstrap Bill”

Hoopleheads were my brainstorm. Lots of small props like
the tables and range boxes were
built in my garage, too. (The
club’s original steel targets,
stands and unloading tables were
built and donated by Montana
Rawhide.)

are followed, as they were written and intended, thereby promulgating consistency at SASS
matches wherever they are held.
The TG Summit meetings are
where proposed rule interpretations/changes, shooting categories, firearms modifications and
costuming changes are hashed
out and voted on.

MTP Times: As Territorial Governor, where do you see the future of Cowboy Action Shooting
taking us?
Backstrap Bill: Well, a large
majority of SASS clubs are going
down the ‘speed at all costs’
road. I believe we will continue
to see a push for rule changes
MTP Times: How did you bethat are perceived to give shootcome Territorial Governor? How
ers the opportunity to shave
long have you been the Territorial 10ths of seconds off their times.
Governor?
Personally, being an ol’ arthritic
Backstrap Bill: I‘ve been the TG fat man, I am more comfortable
for 7 years. Until January 2016, a with slow and staid. (You should
TG had to be a life member of
see the posse’s reaction when I
SASS. We had a healthy tax reshoot at state and regional
fund one year, so I paid the lifematches and without even using
member dues, somewhere
my Spencer). I think the emphaaround $600 if I recall correctly.
sis on speed turns off some peoBrother Van was our first TG, but ple who might like to try cowboy
health and family obligations took shooting. That’s why I like to see
their toll and he had to give up the new people try out the sport at
TG role.
clubs in our immediate vicinity
where fun trumps speed. Don’t
MTP Times: What are the duties get me wrong, the fast shooters
challenge us to do better, but
of the Territorial Governor?
Backstrap Bill: The TG’s repre- when we can’t keep up it’s nice
sent SASS-affiliated clubs at
to feel comfortable cruising along
SASS Territorial Governor meetin 1st gear.
ings. We are committed to serving the interests of our repreMTP Times: Anything new or
sented clubs consistent with the
different you'd like to see at our
promulgation and preservation of matches?
Cowboy Action Shooting and "the Backstrap Bill: I think MTP is
Spirit of the Game." We do our
moving in the right direction. The
best to ensure that SASS rules
present officers and core group
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(those who come to the meetings) are doing a fine job. I am
really pleased to see our shooters enjoying the addition of side
matches to our events. We tried
that many summers ago and
people didn’t respond positively.
The personality of the group has
evolved and that’s a good thing.
I hope we will keep some interesting targets in our inventory.
Targets shaped like cowboys
and Indians, etc. add great visual
appeal. Targets like aerials and
the potato tree give some challenging variety to a match. I’d
also like to see the club develop
a good inventory of all our targets and props, complete with
photos, and make it available on
the website for our stage writers.
MTP Times: What other types
of shooting do you do? Hunting?
Backstrap Bill: My first love
has always been shooting the
buffalo-style rifles in long range
matches. I have a great shooting partner, George Grossi,
whose spotting has really improved my scores. Lilly Blossom
supports me in this endeavor by
coming along to the Quigley and
dressing the part. She also lets
me be gone on weekends to
matches around the region.
Lilly B is my hunting partner.
We’ve shared a lot of memorable
experiences over the years.
Next time you see her at a
match, ask her to share some of
her close encounters with wildlife. We hunt Montana’s big
game. I cannot eat fowl so we
leave the birds alone.
Continued on Page 5
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“Backstrap Bill”

MTP Times: Anything else you'd
like other shooters to know about
you??? Any advice for new
shooters?
Backstrap Bill: I’m available to
answer questions and to listen to
ideas/concerns that can improve
our sport. You’ll not be wasting
my time. I don’t make many
matches these days. When I do
show up, please come over and
say, “Howdy.” I might just let you
shoot my Spencer.
It is important for us to support

High Lonesome Drifters Announce 2016
Match Schedule
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SASS by joining and keeping up
our memberships. Big matches,
like End of Trail, just pay their
way. It is the annual dues that
keep SASS viable. So, please
join and maintain your membership. SASS is the organization
that holds us together.

a bunch of stuff. Talk to a variety of experienced shooters, try
their guns, consider the wide
variety of cartridges, and take a
close look at their costumes.
Each cowboy shooter has their
own ideas about the game. The
more opinions you seek out, the
better will be your choices. And,
Everyone, talk about the sport
you’ll avoid the errors many of
with your friends and acquaintan- us made. It takes a pile of cash
ces. Bring them to a match. Let
to do cowboy shooting - best to
them try it. Emulate Grizzly Bill,
only have to pay once. Finally,
and Muggins and Angel, by bring- assemble your kit slowly. None
ing your grandkids to matches.
of us old-timers started with a
Help us at the gun show booth
full outfit. People shared gear
which has been our best recruitand guns with us, we’ll do the
ing tool. Think about how much
same for you. SASS member
this sport means to you and share Homer Simpson borrowed a
that enthusiasm. Be like Lilly
shotgun from me every month
Blossom - she speaks of cowboy for over a year before he could
shooting with the fervor of an
buy his own. I didn’t mind and
evangelist!
Homer was able to enjoy the
sport while he saved his lunch
New shooters, please, please,
money.
please don’t run right out and buy

for a day, please let me know
which of the available months
yood like. All matches are
weather permitting, especially
April and October.
On this Groundhog Day, Spring For each match plan on 6
stages so the round count will
is seven weeks away whether
be 60 pistol, 60 rifle, and 24
the little varmint sees his
shotgun. We will set up 2 bays
shadow or not!
and shoot each setup 3 ways.
So, here are the 2016 High
Special June match note: See
Lonesome Drifters shoot dates
attachment (Page 9) – please
with the match ramrods. All
nd
matches are on the 2 Saturday RSVP so we can get a head
count.
of the month (except June) at
 April 9
the Cody Shooting Complex -a
 May 14
post will be sent to all on the
 June 4 Joe Cross & Yakima
email list if there are any
Red - combined HLD/CHJC
changes.
match at HMRGC (see attachIf yood like to be match director






ment on page 9)
July 9
August 13 Yellowstone Bill
& Sixgun Annie
September 10 Joe Cross
October 8

Setup will start at 7:30 a.m.
on match day; takedown
right after the match. Any
and all help will be greatly appreciated.
Sign-in starts at 8:30;
Safety Briefing is at 9:00.
Match fee is $10 (juniors
16 and under - free when accompanied by adult shooter)
Lookin’ forward to seein’ you
all down the trail.
Joe Cross
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Sign up for the Montana Territory Peacemakers July
Match with the Big Sky State Games
The Montana Territory Peacemakers (MTP) and
Big Sky State Games (BSSG) are partnering this
year to host Cowboy Action Shooting as a BSSG
shooting event.
The event will be held on July 23 (4th Saturday
of the month—normal MTP match date).
IMPORTANT: To shoot the July match, you will
need to register with the Big Sky State Games.
Registration for BSSG shooting events opens in
May. As Cowboy Action Shooting participants are
limited to the first 50 shooters, early registration
is recommended and encouraged. On site registration the day of the match will be allowed up to the
maximum number of shooters.
Registration for BSSG shooting events is $18 for
the first event and $5 for each additional shooting
event. In addition to the registration fee, there will

be a $5 target fee payable at check-in the day of
the match.
Categories for the match include: Buckaroos,
Young Guns, Cowboy/Cowgirl, 49er, Senior, Elder
Statesman/Elder Stateswoman, Duelist, Frontier
Cartridge, Sod Buster (over age 16), and Young Sod
Buster (age 16 and under).
For additional information, registration, etc.
check out the Big Sky State Games Home Page and
the Big Sky State Games Cowboy Action Shooting
web site/page.
As with all BSSG registrations (prior to the cutoff), participants will receive a T-shirt and a ticket
to the BSSG opening ceremonies which will be held
July 15. Cowboy Action Shooters can participate in
the “Parade of Athletes” (along with shooters of
other disciplines) during the opening ceremonies.

February 27 Stage Writing Class
Four aspiring and three experienced stage writers and an instructor gathered at the Entre Technology Services offices on February 27 to learn stage
writing techniques, requirements, and conventions.
Students, Homestake, Montana Lone Wolfe, Donk, and Journey West,
were instructed by Yellowstone Nerd and
coached by experienced stage writers
Grizzly Bill, Galloping Swede, and
Latigo. The students brought their own
stages to be polished or ideas for stages to the class where they received
assistance in completing the stage layout and write up. Methods to handle various types of stage information were discussed.
Stages developed at the stage writing class as well as others written by the
participants will be used for the Big Sky State Games match which will
be held on July 23, 2016.

For Sale
Two very large Men’s frock coats—Three pair of suede pants 20W, 22W, 24W—Very
large Duster—Vest—Hats
See at next swap meet or call Stan at 656-4097
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“A man’s gotta eat!”
Figuring that the old time cowboys had a
sweet tooth, here’s an 1800’s recipe for Doughnuts. (From the “Manual for Army Cooks—1896”)

Doughnuts

On baking day, take two pounds of very light
bread dough that has been made in the usual
manner. Put it into a broad pan. Rub into it half
a pound of fresh butter and half a pound of
powdered sugar, and a
tablespoon of mixed
nutmeg and cinnamon.
Wet it with half a pint of
milk, and mix in three
well beaten eggs.
Cover it and set by
the fire to rise again.
When quite light, flour
your bread board, and make the dough into
oval balls; or, it may be cut into diamond shapes
(handling it as little as possible). Have ready,
over the fire a pot of boiling lard. Drop the
doughnuts into it and boil them; or, fry them
brown in a frying pan. Take them out one by
one in a perforated skimmer, draining the lard
into the pan. Spread them on a large dish, and
sift sugar over them.
Eat them fresh; when heavy and stale they
are not fit. This is a German cake.
Note: Interesting things about this recipe. Would
guess that a “tablespoon of mixed nutmeg and cinnamon” would be a half tablespoon each. And wouldn’t
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“a half pint of milk” be a cup? As usual, more modern
vegetable oil is probably a better cooking choice than
lard.
Since you might not have a recipe for “two pounds
of bread dough made in the usual manner,” here’s a
bread recipe. “Very light” bread dough is bread
dough that has been kneaded and has risen and is
ready for baking.
Ingredients:
1 package active dry yeast
1/4 cup water
2 cups milk, scalded
2 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt
1 tablespoon shortening
6 1/2 to 6 3/4 cups sifted enriched flour
Instructions:
Soften active dry yeast in warm water. Combine
milk, sugar, salt, shortening. Cool to lukewarm. Add 2
cups flour; stir well. Add softened yeast, stir. Add flour
to make moderately stiff dough.
Turn out on a lightly floured surface; knead till
smooth and satiny (about 8 minutes). Shape into a
ball; place in a lightly greased bowl, turning once to
grease surface. Cover; let rise in a warm place till
double in bulk (about 1 1/2 hours). Punch down. Let
rise again till double (about 45 minutes).
After separating your 2 pounds for the doughnuts,
the remainder can be baked in a greased loaf pan at
400 degrees for 45 (plus or minus) minutes ‘til golden.

Comments
Feel free to provide your comments and suggestions
for future Montana Territory Peacemaker newsletters
to mtpeacemakers@gmail.com with a subject of
“Newsletter Comments.”

February Meeting Notes:
Attending: Angel, Galloping Swede, Grizzly Bill, Two Gun Montana, Homestake, Latigo, Bugler, Journey West, and
Montana Lone Wolfe
 Latigo will chase down the SASS club form so our club dues can be paid. We are not renewing the SASS scoring
program.
 New dates were picked for the practices as the original dates weren’t available. The new dates are the second
Thursday, April through October, i.e. April 14, May 12, June 9, July 14, August 11, September 8, and October 13.
Practice set up and procedures were discussed. Bugler will coordinate the first practice which will be on shotgun
shooting.
 March 19 will be a scheduled work day.
 Angel will get penalty cards made up for timer operators and range boxes.
 Latigo will research additional methods of selling old, unused targets to finance the purchase of new targets.
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Power Factor and Velocities
While ammunition power factor protests, or having
a shooter's ammunition power factor questioned by a
Range Officer don't happen very frequently, the penalty for not meeting the minimum power factor is
steep. According to the Single Action Shooting Society (SASS) Shooter's Handbook and Range Officer
Handbooks, a "Spirit of the Game" penalty of 30 seconds will be assessed for not meeting or exceeding the
minimum power factor of 60. Two Spirit of the
Game" penalties will result in match disqualification.
So, how does one determine whether one's ammunition meets the minimum power factor? Power factor
is calculated using a relatively simple formula.
("Relatively simple" rather than "simple" because
none of us can do math anymore without a calculator).
Here is the SASS definition from the Shooter's Handbook:
"Power factors are simply calculated by multiplying the bullet weight times the velocity and
then the resulting number is divided by
1000." (Note - velocity is measured in feet per
second [fps]).
The following are some example power factor calculations:
100 grain bullet traveling at 600 fps has a
power factor of 60: (100x600)/1000=60.00
125 grain bullet traveling at 800 fps has a
power factor of 100: (125x800)/1000=100.00
200 grain bullet traveling at 750 fps has a
power factor of 150: (200x750)/1000=150.00
As one can easily see, velocity is a key component
of the power factor calculation. Minimum and maximum velocities are also SASS legal ammunition requirements. SASS velocity requirements state that:
"No velocity may be less than 400 fps; the maximum
velocity standard for revolvers is 1000 fps; and the
maximum velocity standard for rifles is 1400 fps."
Spirit of the Game penalties can be assessed for not
meeting the velocity minimum or exceeding the velocity maximums.
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So why all the
fuss over power
factor and velocities? Three reasons, actually:
Safety, a consistent
level of competitiveness, and target
longevity. From a safety standpoint, ammunition not
meeting the required velocity or having a power factor below the minimum can "bounce back" off targets creating a hazard. Very low-velocity bullets
may not fragment at all, even when they hit the target
squarely, but may instead deflect as whole bullets
which can travel several yards causing serious injury.
Similarly, ammunition exceeding the maximum
velocity can cause flying lead chunks that can be
hazardous to shooters, range officials, and spectators.
Ammunition above the authorized maximum velocity can damage targets and, in some cases, make
them unsafe. Deviations from a flat surface can
cause unpredictable bullet splatter. So, targets excessively dimpled by high velocity ammunition can result in excessive splatter back toward shooters, range
officials, and spectators.
Power factors below the required minimum may
also provide the shooter with an unfair competitive
advantage in the form of reduced recoil and thus increased speed to reengage a target or engage another
target.
While one might intuitively think that lower
power factors achieved with lighter weight bullets
might result in lower recoil and thus quicker engagement/reengagement of targets, that may not always
be the case.
In his January 27, 2016, Shooting Sports USA
article "Understanding the Power Factor," Chris
Christian says, "Thus, the Power Factor formula
leans heavily towards bullet weight. Any bullet
weight suitable for the commonly-used calibers can
be driven to a velocity that will make the PF. But,
heavier bullets have an advantage. It's often assumed
that heavier bullets produce more recoil than lighter
bullets. But that's only true if both are loaded to full
SAAMI pressures. Regardless of the caliber used, a

Continued on Page 9
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and fast powders produce a softer recoil push,
there are shooters who prefer the snappier recoil of
the lighter bullets. Some feel that the quicker recoil
cycle gets them back on target faster. Those who
understand the Power Factor can try both, and
choose the load that works best for them."
It's probably best to address your velocities and
power factor before you get to a match and have
them questioned. The penalties can be steep, and,
may even preclude you from finishing the match if
you can't produce suitable ammunition to continue.

small charge of fast burning powder with a heavier
bullet in a reduced load will produce recoil that is a
softer push, and with less muzzle rise than lighter
bullets making the PF. Lighter bullets require higher
velocities, more powder to reach them, and produce a
snappier recoil with more muzzle rise."
Although unlikely in SASS, in order to meet the
power factor requirement, lighter weight bullets may
have to be driven at a velocity that would exceed the
SASS maximum allowed velocity.
Chris Christian continues, "While heavy bullets

Safety first!!!!

Colter’s Hell Justice Committee
and the

High Lonesome Drifters
present

An Incident on the Jim Bridger Trail
Saturday, June 4, 2016
at

The Heart Mountain Rod & Gun Club
Powell, Wyoming
***Limited to first 40 shooters***
SASS rules apply
6 fun stages
Categories limited to: Cowboy, Duelist, Gunfighter, Senior (Men’s & Ladies)

Registration deadline June 3, 2016

Match fee $15

(Juniors 16 & under free when accompanied by adult shooter

pay at check-in)

No Host gathering after the match

RSVP REQUIRED
(provide alias, SASS #, and category)

RSVP:

joekar@tritel.net

For information call: 307-272-9054 or 307-254-2090
Match check-in starts at 8:00
Safety meeting at 8:55
Shooting starts at 9:00

